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THEME:
Look closely, sandy shores are teeming with life.
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This helpful book explains how waves, sand and pebbles form at the seashore and describes animals, plants and shells which can be seen when the
tide goes out. LeVar uses this feature book when he goes beach combing
in southwestern Florida. There he meets two local naturalists who help him
explore plant and animal life (shells, mangroves, oysters, spiny burn fish,
scallops, sea stars, etc.) at the shore line and in the shallows of the gulf.
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Invite students to share stories about trips they have taken to the seashore.
Discuss different pollutants that may affect the seashore habitat. Have students offer ideas for ways that destruction of the seashore can be prevented
and what people who visit the shore can do to help.
Because of where they live, not all students may have familiarity with seashores. After viewing the program, discuss similarities and differences
between a beach along an ocean and the edge of a body of water with which
students have some experience (e.g., riverbank, lake shore, etc.).
Discuss water safety and tips for safe beachcombing around all types of
water.
CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Before viewing the program, indicate to the class that they will be making a
mural of a seashore habitat. Brainstorm a list of items they expect to include
in their mural. Watch the program and add to the list. With the assistance of
the library media specialist, have students research items on the list. Both
the program and the book can serve as additional resources. After they have
completed their research, they may begin work on the mural. They may wish
to paint the background (sky, ocean, sand) and then add pictures they have
drawn to the mural.
After viewing the program, list animals that live along the seashore. Have the
book available for reference. Sort the animals into different categories, such
as “shell” and “no shell” or by where they live, e.g., water, sand, rocks.
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In the program, LeVar visits a beach in Florida on the Gulf of Mexico. He also
visits an island. Have students locate Florida and the Gulf of Mexico on a map
of the United States. What other bodies of water and islands do they notice
on the map? Make a list of different bodies of water (e.g., ocean, river, lake,
gulf, pond, etc.). Have the class formulate definitions for these bodies of water
and for “island.”
Based on the book and program, and on their research, have students use
their list of seashore animals and objects and identify corresponding movements for each item—for example, snail-glide, crab-crawl, seaweed-swish,
waves-roll, etc. Then have students pantomine these movements. Play a tape
of music that features ocean sounds in the background.
Invite students to bring in their collections of shells, rocks, pieces of wood,
and other items they found on the beach. Display these items and ask students to notice color, shape, patterns, size, evidence of erosion, and other
characteristics. Provide opportunities for them to talk about their discoveries
and observations and encourage them to use descriptive language. (Allow the
owners of the items to decide which items are fragile and intended for viewing
only and which may be handled.)
Working with a collection of different types of shells, have students sort them
by color, size, shape, or other attributes they might identify.
Bring in or obtain donations of larger shells in a variety of shapes so students
can listen to the “sound of the sea.” Gather cups and glasses of various sizes
as well, so that students can hold them to their ears and compare the sounds.
Have students describe what they notice in the following instances: when they
try shells of different shapes and sizes, when they try the shells and the cups
different distances from their ear, and when they compare the differences in
sound between shells and cups.
Bring in a sampling of postcards that show a beach or shoreline. Discuss the
different things that are shown in the picture. Give students 4 x 6 inch index
cards that are lined on one side and blank on the other. Have them illustrate
the blank side with a seashore picture. On the other side, have them write a
postcard “home” telling about their trip to the beach. Bind the postcards into a
book titled, “Our Seashore Vacations.”
In the program, LeVar refers to Seashore Surprises as a “reference book.” It
provides information instead of telling a story. What other reference books do
students know? Have students identify characteristics which make this book
and other nonfiction books different from books that tell a story.
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RELATED THEMES:
island cultures
ocean life
tides
RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #61 — Dive To The Coral Reefs
Program #98 — Is This A House For Hermit Crab?
Program #83 — Sam The Sea Cow
Program #12 — Three By The Sea
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